CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE
Credential and verify essential private-sector resources that maintain critical infrastructure during a range of disasters.
Whether quarantines / curfews are imposed or access to disaster-impacted areas must be limited, Salamander can be
implemented in a county, region, or state within hours.
With our web-based, civilian-specific SalamanderLiveTM account, easily and efficiently pre-credential approved private
sector entities and generate just-in-time credentials. Credentials are consistent with FEMA’s Crisis Event Response and
Recover Access (CERRA) Framework and can be distributed in a physical or digital format.

Private Sector Organizations Pre-Credentialed
Easily add and manage civilian resources within
SalamanderLive, a web-based tool that can be
accessed anywhere with an internet connection. Within
the solution, either manually input data or import a
file to quickly add personnel or equipment information
before printing a credential. Add information such as
name, photo, private sector organization, and more.
Credentials can be scanned by Salamander’s mobile
TRACK APPs (Android and iOS) out in the field to
verify the authenticity of credentials that are presented
by private sector employees.

Private Sector Organizations Not Pre-Credentialed

PREVIOUSLY
CREDENTIALED

NOT
CREDENTIALED
100% Accountability
Solution for Private Sector

Managing civilian resources that are not pre-credentialed is just as easy. Private sector personnel may still need
to travel to perform jobs critical to the county or state’s infrastructure. Easily collect the individual’s information at
checkpoints, such as weigh stations, and generate a credential that can be scanned and tracked during the crisis.
These credentials can be a standard ID badge, a piece of paper, or even a digital copy.

Pre-Credentialing:
1.
2.
3.

Import private-sector organization’s personnel information into SalamanderLive
Distribute physical or digital credentials to designated private-sector organization
In the field, verify private-sector credentials with TRACK APPs and SALAMANDER
IDENTITY VERIFICATION (Android, iOS)

Just-In-Time Credentialing:
1.
2.
3.

Manually add approved individual into SalamanderLive
Distribute physical or digital credentials to approved individual
In the field, verify private-sector credentials with TRACK APPs and SALAMANDER
IDENTITY VERIFICATION (Android, iOS)

Reporting:
1.
2.

Easily access and report from SalamanderLive database
Know the degree of expired or counterfeit credentials being used
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